14th WebEX Meeting of the BioRID TEG

Date & Timing: Tuesday 18th April 2013, 12:00-15:00 (CET), 6:00 a.m. (EDT)
Hosted by: Humanetics

AGENDA

1. Welcome (Chair)

2. Approval of Agenda (All)

3. Information/Discussion
   - Short report on the outcome of the GTR no. 7 Workshop on 26th of March (Chair) – TEGID-14-02e
   - Status of current activities (All)
     - Analysis of BASt baseline tests with refurbished dummies (EC/TRL lab seat)
       - Analysis Humanetics (from December Meeting) – TEGID-14-03e
       - Analysis Chrysler – TEGID-14-04-1e to TEGID-14-04-8e
     - Analysis of BASt baseline tests with Hybrid III (Humanetics) – TEGID-14-05-1e and TEGID-14-05-2e
     - Analysis of BASt PDB style tests (Recaro type seat) – moved to Paris Meeting
     - Status of injury criteria research (NHTSA)
     - Improvement of certification procedure (Humanetics) – TEG-ID-14-06e
     - Input for addendum to Mutual Resolution M.R.1 (“deep dive”, etc.)
   - Further work to be done (All)

4. AOB

5. Summary of meeting/actions (Chair)

6. Next Meeting(s)
23rd/24th April GTR No. 7 meeting in Paris, OICA office